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BACK TO NATURE
Andorra is blessed with such an incredibly beautiful environment that
you simply can’t stay in a foul mood for long; (clockwise from below)
Sant Marti de la Cortinada; La Vall de Sorteny nature park; Vall d’Incles;
Grandvalira ski resort with 210km of slopes; Areny-Plandolit House
museum; Hotel Plaza. PHOTOS (except hotel and ski resort): CORINNE KERK

Where the hills
are truly alive

breathtaking view of the mountains while soaking in thermal water
lagoons.
For history buffs, a visit to the Areny-Plandolit House museum
is a must. Formerly home to one of Andorra’s most influential noble families, the original building dates back to the 12th century
and has been extended over the centuries. Not lived in since 1953,
restorations were completed in 1985 to illustrate what the house
was like in the mid 19th century, including the bourgeois lifestyle
of the very wealthy.
Apart from the staggering number of objects and furniture accumulated by different family members over the centuries, the house
has many fascinating rooms – our favourite being a wonderful library on whose shelves are a bibliographical treasure of some
5,000 publications, including a treatise on Canon Law printed in
1522. The Areny-Plandolit family had thousands of cattles, owned
large tracts of land, the most important forges and also had businesses in agriculture and commerce, mirroring Andorra’s economic boom at the time.

Everywhere you look in Andorra, there is stunning scenery. By Corinne Kerk

I

T’S a small country, marked by a little red dot on the
world map. It’s safe, home to many foreign talent and
surrounded by much bigger neighbours. That, however, is where similarities between the Principality of Andorra and Singapore end. You see, in Singapore, if
you didn’t notice a car behind your Mercedes Vito
and back into it by accident, the driver of said car will
jump out and scold you for being a bad motorist, take
pictures of the damage (however minor), ask for your identity
card and then scold you some more.
In Andorra, however, the driver of the car – which happens to
be a beautiful Audi – gets out and smiles as she says something to
you in Catalan. You say something apologetic back and that’s the
end of that.
We were amazed at the civility. But after spending a couple of
days in Andorra, we reckon we know why folks don’t go into a meltdown over a fender bender – and it’s not just because they pay a lot
less for their vehicles.
For one thing, this microstate in the eastern Pyrenees mountains sandwiched between France to the north and Spain to the
south, is blessed with such an incredibly beautiful environment
that you simply can’t stay in a foul mood for long.
Everywhere you look, there is stunning scenery – yes, even in
the city centre, mountains clad in alpine forests form the backdrop. When what you breathe is fresh air and most of what you lay
your eyes on are mountains, valleys, forests, rivers and lakes (they
make up 92 per cent of Andorra’s land area), the hills are truly alive
– you don’t even need music.
With a surface area of only 468 square kilometres, Andorra is
about two-thirds of Singapore’s 710 sq km, but has a significantly
smaller population of just some 80,000 in its seven municipalities.
The country has a parliament, but for historical reasons, is also
the only one in the world with two heads of state – the Bishop of
Urgell in Spain and the President of France – who are Andorra’s
co-princes.
Not surprisingly, more than half of Andorra’s GDP is derived
from tourism and trade and a big draw is obviously its natural attractions.
The highest of Andorra’s 72 dramatic peaks is the Coma Pedrosa, which stands at 2,942m above sea level. The country’s lowest
point is at 838m, where it borders Spain at the river Runer, while
average altitude is at 1,996m. One supposes that if Andorra were
Singapore, it might flatten a couple of these mountains to increase
its physical size, but being landlocked with no possibility of extend-

ing its borders, these mountains are safely the preserve of nature-lovers.
Blessed with a Mediterranean mountainous climate that translates into hot summers and cold winters, the latter yields plenty of
snow that makes Andorra a favourite for winter sports. Grandvalira
operates the largest ski resort in the Pyrenees with 210km of slopes
catered to skiers of all abilities, including three World Cup slopes.
Non-skiers can also have fun, with snowmobiles, mushing (dog
sledding), snow canyoning, laser combat in the snow, paragliding
and helicopter rides. Little ones can occupy themselves at one of
Grandvalira’s four childcare centres and there are over 40 eateries
and bars to pick from après ski. During summer, these mountains
and valleys are abuzz with mountain-biking, trekking, golfing,
horse-riding and fishing activities.
Since it was too early for snow during our recent visit, we headed to La Vall de Sorteny nature park for a little walk, and were
blown away by the gorgeous scenery – alpine mountains, a rushing
river, meadows and plains. We’re told that in spring, there are flowers everywhere, making it even more glorious.
In addition, there are many valleys worth visiting for their flora,
fauna and charming rural medieval dwellings, including Vall d’Incles and the vehicle-free Vall del Madriu-Perafita-Claror, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site.
After all that activity, head to Caldea – Europe’s largest mountain spa. You won’t miss its prominent glass-clad roofs and spire in
Escaldes-Engordany. Its thermal water is rich in sulphur, minerals
and sodium and enriched by thermal plankton. To create more exclusivity for guests, Caldea opened Inuu this year – a premium new
wing that focuses on personalised treatments. In both cases, try to
visit during daylight hours because that is when you can savour a

Speaking of forges, metallurgy was an important driver of the
Andorran economy in the late 19th and 20th centuries and La Farga Rossell is a marvelously restored forge at which you will learn
how mineral iron was transformed into ingots and see how massive tools of the time were used in the process.
If you can, try to visit one of Andorra’s 40 or so Romanesque
churches. Built between the 11th and 12th centuries, they are significant as they reflect the formation of the first power relationships
and are the centre of spiritual and community life in the villages of
old. We popped into Sant Marti de la Cortinada, which is typical of
such churches – small buildings set in magnificent locations with
beautiful and harmonious but austere decoration. Preserved within are murals, wrought iron rails, 17th century wooden furniture
and the confessional box, as well as side chapels added by wealthy
parishioners.
As for shopping, Andorra is a magnet for its French and Spanish
neighbours, thanks to its relatively lower taxes. For a one-stop
shop, head to the 15,000 sq m, four-storey Pyrenees Andorra department store on Avinguda Meritxell, the main shopping street in
the capital Andorra la Vella. Pyrenees carries a mix of Spanish and
French products, offers personal shopping services and has a team
of multilingual staff to help foreign customers.
The lower taxes in Andorra also means higher ticket items, such
as luxury watches, might be worth a buy. According to David Pons,
whose family has been in the watch trade for over a century and
owns three luxury watch shops in Andorra, Rolex watches, for instance, are about 4 per cent cheaper in the country compared to
Switzerland.
As for where to lay your head in Andorra, try the five-star Hotel
Plaza, an elegant establishment located in the heart of Andorra la
Vella. The hotel is part of a chain of five hotels in Andorra, the others being Holiday Inn, Ski Plaza, Carlton Plaza and Hotel Mu, with
each offering a different concept.
Decorated in English style, Hotel Plaza’s 90 rooms offer mountain views, while its restaurant serves up some fine cuisine. We especially like the hotel’s spa – a fairly compact set-up which still
manages to provide a comprehensive range of services and facilities, including a hammam, sauna, spa pool, ice fountain, shower
temple and good massages.
So far so good. But how does one get to Andorra?
The country does not have an airport of its own, so the best
route is to fly to Barcelona and take a 2.5-3 hour drive up north or
fly into Toulouse and drive down south.
You can book multi-city flights via online travel agency
CheapTickets.sg and if you choose the Barcelona route, try to stop
at La Seu D’Urgell, which is a 20-minute drive from Andorra. Here,
you can visit a market that started in the 12th century and is one of
the oldest in Europe, as well as the only Romanesque cathedral preserved in Catalonia and of course, the Episcopal Palace – the official residence of the bishop of Urgell and co-prince of Andorra.
✎ The writer’s trip was sponsored by Hotels Plaza Andorra

(www.plazandorra.com) and CheapTickets.sg

There are many valleys worth visiting for their flora, fauna and charming rural
medieval dwellings, including Vall d’Incles and the vehicle-free Vall del
Madriu-Perafita-Claror, a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
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